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Abstract The solar-wind magnetosphere interaction primarily occurs at alti-8

tudes where the dipole component of Earth’s magnetic field is dominating. The9

disturbances that are created in this interaction propagate along magnetic field10
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lines and interact with the ionosphere-thermosphere system. At ionospheric11

altitudes, the Earth’s field deviates significantly from a dipole. North-South12

asymmetries in the magnetic field imply that the magnetosphere-ionosphere-13

thermosphere (M-I-T) coupling is different in the two hemispheres. In this14

paper we review the primary differences in the magnetic field at polar lati-15

tudes, and the consequences that these have for the M-I-T coupling. We focus16

on two interhemispheric differences which are thought to have the strongest17

effects: 1) A difference in the offset between magnetic and geographic poles18

in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres, and 2) differences in the mag-19

netic field strength at magnetically conjugate regions. These asymmetries lead20

to differences in plasma convection, neutral winds, total electron content, ion21

outflow, ionospheric currents and auroral precipitation.22

Keywords North-South magnetic field asymmetries · plasma convection ·23

thermospheric wind · total electron content · ion outflow · ionospheric24

currents · aurora25

1 Introduction26

There are significant differences between the Earth’s magnetic field in the27

Northern and Southern polar regions, even when seen in a magnetic field-28

aligned coordinate system. The magnetic flux density at magnetically conju-29

gate points can differ by up to a factor of 2 at 50◦ magnetic latitude, and the30

absolute inclination angle by more than 10◦. In addition, the magnetic apex31

pole is more than 8.5◦ farther from the geographic pole in the Southern Hemi-32

sphere (SH) compared to the Northern Hemisphere (NH), which means that33

the polar region in the South experiences a larger daily variation in sunlight34

as the Earth rotates. The longitudinal variation in magnetic flux density and35

field inclination is also much larger in the SH. These asymmetries between36

the hemispheres lead to differences in ionospheric plasma convection, auroral37

intensity, thermospheric wind, total electron content, and magnetic field per-38

turbations and associated currents. In this paper we review the differences in39

the magnetic field at polar latitudes in the two hemispheres, and describe in40

detail how they may lead to differences in geospace activity.41

The degree of inter-hemispheric symmetry depends on the reference frame42

which is used. A number of magnetic coordinate systems exist, taking into43

account the structure of Earth’s magnetic field at different levels of detail.44

The most advanced magnetic coordinate systems, the corrected geomagnetic45

(CGM) coordinates (e.g., Baker and Wing 1989) and apex coordinates (Rich-46

mond 1995b), are based on tracing along magnetic field lines in the Interna-47

tional Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) model (Thébault et al. 2015) at48

full resolution. They are designed such that points that belong to the same49

field line are at the same coordinate, with a change of sign in latitude be-50

tween hemispheres. A map of Modified Magnetic Apex coordinates is shown51

in Figure 1. Note that the coordinate grid is nonorthogonal. This is an ef-52

fect of the non-dipole terms of the IGRF; if they were zero and the Earth53
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Fig. 1 Modified apex coordinates (Richmond 1995b; Emmert et al. 2010), with reference
height equal to 0. Adapted from Laundal and Gjerloev (2014).

spherical, apex coordinates would be equal to the simpler centered dipole co-54

ordinate system. We use apex or CGM coordinates, which are similar at high55

latitudes, throughout this paper, since the field-aligned property implies that56

disturbances created by solar wind-magnetosphere interaction or magneto-57

tail processes most often appear at the same magnetic coordinate in the two58

hemispheres, since the coupling between the ionosphere and magnetosphere is59

largely field-aligned.60

The IGRF can be seen as a ground state of the magnetic field in the61

magnetosphere, which in reality is never reached at high altitudes: the solar62

wind-magnetosphere interaction compresses the magnetosphere on the day-63

side and creates the magnetotail on the night-side. Ono (1987) showed that64

this effect, during geomagnetic quiet times, creates a daily variation in the65

location of magnetically conjugate points at high latitudes. The variation at66

the Syowa station (at ≈ −66◦ CGM latitude) was approximately 100 km67

during solstices, and much less at equinox. In addition, the interaction of the68

magnetosphere with the solar wind and the ionosphere-thermosphere system69

is often asymmetrical between hemispheres, twisting the magnetosphere such70

that magnetically conjugate phenomena appear shifted in longitude and/or71

latitude. Such shifts, which have been observed to reach ≈ 2 hours of magnetic72

local time (Østgaard et al. 2011), have been extensively studied, and we will73

not go into details in this paper. When we talk about asymmetries in the74

magnetic field at conjugate points, we refer to their position according to the75

IGRF.76

The two features of the asymmetric magnetic field which are probably most77

important for geospace phenomena are the field strength asymmetries at con-78

jugate points and the differences in offset between the magnetic and geographic79

grids. The differences in offset between magnetic and geographic coordinates80

imply that the interaction between magnetically and geographically organized81

phenomena will be different in the two hemispheres. The latter includes the82
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exposure to sunlight, which largely determines the ionospheric conductivity on83

the day-side, and consequently also the strength of thermosphere-ionosphere84

coupling. A given point in the SH will in general experience larger variations85

in sunlight throughout a day compared to its conjugate point in the NH.86

Differences in field strength mean that the mirror height of trapped charged87

particles will be different. Where the field is weak, the mirror height is lower,88

suggesting that more particles will interact with the atmosphere there and cre-89

ate ionization and auroral emissions. However, the area over which the precipi-90

tating particles are distributed will be larger at regions with lower flux density,91

and thus the intensity will be lower. Whether or not the mirror height effect92

and the differences in area balance depends on the pitch angle distribution of93

the particles (Stenbaek-Nielsen et al. 1973). This will be treated in more detail94

in Section 8. Differences in magnetic flux density also affect the ionospheric95

conductance, which is inversely related to the magnetic field strength (Rich-96

mond 1995a; Cnossen et al. 2011, 2012a). This may have important effects97

on ionospheric currents and associated magnetic field disturbances, as well as98

the plasma flow (Cnossen et al. 2011, 2012a). The response of the ionosphere99

to magnetospheric driving depends on the Pedersen conductance (e.g. Scholer100

1970), or ionospheric mass (Tu et al. 2014), suggesting that the magnetosphere-101

ionosphere coupling may be different in the two hemispheres and at different102

longitudes. Modeling by Förster and Cnossen (2013) has indeed shown that103

the asymmetric features in the Earth’s field introduces differences in plasma104

convection and thermospheric winds at high latitudes.105

In Section 2 we present a detailed description of the asymmetric features106

in the magnetic field in the two hemispheres. The subsequent sections explore107

the effects of these asymmetries on plasma drift (Section 3), thermospheric108

wind (Section 4), total electron content (Section 5), ion outflow (Section 6),109

currents and magnetic field perturbations (Section 7), and the aurora (Section110

8). Section 9 concludes the paper.111

2 North-South magnetic field asymmetries at high latitudes112

2.1 Magnetic field strength differences at conjugate points113

Figure 2 shows the ground magnetic field strength (left column) and absolute114

inclination angle (right column) in the NH (top) and SH (middle), in the apex115

quasi-dipole coordinate system. The bottom row shows the inter-hemispheric116

difference in these quantities. The difference in magnetic field strength is quan-117

tified as the hemispheric difference divided by the flux density at the footpoint118

with the strongest field. Positive values signify stronger field values in the NH.119

The asymmetry in field inclination at conjugate points is quantified as the120

difference between the angles, positive where the field is closest to vertical in121

the NH.122

We see that the flux density is more uniform in the NH than the SH. The123

field in the NH has two maxima, located in the Canadian and Siberian sec-124
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Fig. 2 Magnetic field strength (left column) and absolute inclination (right column) in apex
coordinates in NH (top), SH (middle) and the difference between the hemispheres (bottom).
The inter-hemispheric difference in field strength is shown relative to strongest field among
the two footpoints. IGRF-12 values for 2015 were used, at 1 Earth radius.

tors (around −30◦ and 180◦ magnetic longitude, respectively). In the SH the125

field has only one maximum, off the apex pole towards Australia (at ≈ −135◦126

longitude), and decreases significantly towards the South Atlantic region. The127

difference at conjugate points at Atlantic longitudes is up to a factor of 2. In128

the polar cap region poleward of ≈ ±80◦, the field is stronger in the SH by129

approximately 7%. Equatorward of this, the field is strongest in the NH ev-130

erywhere except for the quadrant between −90◦ and 180◦ magnetic longitude.131

The Hall and Pedersen conductivities depend on the magnetic field strength132

directly and via its effect on electron and ion gyro frequencies (Richmond133

1995a). The height integrated dayside conductances were reported by Rich-134

mond (1995a) to scale with B−1.3 (Hall) and B−1.6 (Pedersen). Later modeling135
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Fig. 3 Left: Relative variation in B, ΣH and ΣP (assuming they scale as B−1.3 and B−1.6,
respectively (Richmond 1995a)) in both hemispheres. The relative variation is quantified as
the maximum value divided by the minimum value along a contour of constant magnetic
latitude, given at the x axis. Right: Longitudinal variation in magnetic inclination as a
function of magnetic latitude. IGRF-12 values for 2015 were used.

results, investigating the change on the coupled magnetosphere-ionosphere-136

thermosphere system associated with a changing dipole moment, have shown137

larger scaling factors: Cnossen et al. (2011) found scaling factors of approxi-138

mately B−1.7 (Hall) and B−1.5 (Pedersen) on the dayside. They also found a139

variation with B on the nightside, but significantly smaller. In a later study140

Cnossen et al. (2012a) found that the variation of the Pedersen conductance141

with magnetic field strength is stronger when the solar EUV flux is higher.142

Using the comparatively moderate scaling parameters from Richmond (1995a),143

we find that a relative difference of ±20% in magnetic flux density amounts to144

a relative difference in Hall conductance of approximately ∓25% (notice the145

change in sign) and Pedersen conductance of approximately ∓30%. Differences146

of this magnitude or larger occur up to 70◦ magnetic latitude in the 0◦ − 90◦147

longitude quadrant.148

The inclination or dip angle of the magnetic field is also different in the149

two hemispheres. The hemispheric difference follows approximately the same150

pattern as for the magnetic field strength, with the field lines in the NH more151

vertical in the regions where the field is strongest. The asymmetry reaches a152

peak in the 0◦ − 90◦ longitude sector, where the difference reaches more than153

10◦ at latitudes just poleward of ±65◦.154

Figure 3 illustrates the longitudinal variation of the magnetic field in both155

hemispheres. The left part shows the relative difference between the strongest156

and weakest field values along circles of constant magnetic latitude (maximum157

divided by minimum), given on the x axis. The dashed and dotted curves show158

the corresponding relative differences in Pedersen and Hall conductances, as-159

suming that they scale as B−1.6 and B−1.3, respectively. We see that in the SH,160
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the magnetic flux density varies by more than a factor of 2 at 55◦ latitude. The161

corresponding variation in daytime Pedersen conductance is approximately a162

factor of 3.5 and Hall conductance close to 3. In the NH, the magnetic field163

is much more uniform, the relative longitudinal variation in flux density at164

> 50◦ being approximately 1.25 at most. These inter-hemispheric differences,165

together with larger daily variation in solar illumination, are likely to produce166

larger diurnal variations in geomagnetic activity in the SH compared to the167

NH.168

The right part of Figure 3 shows the longitudinal variation in magnetic169

inclination angle. In this figure we show the absolute variation rather than rel-170

ative variation. The difference in the inclination angle along a circle of latitude171

reaches 7◦ in the NH and 18◦ in the SH.172

2.2 Differences in pole offsets173

Figure 4 illustrates the variation in sunlight exposure on the magnetic grids174

in the two hemispheres. The upper part of the figure shows apex quasi-dipole175

circles of latitude at ±60◦, ±70◦ and ±80◦ in both hemispheres projected on176

a geographic grid in the NH. In addition, magnetic meridians separated by177

90◦ are shown, with the 0◦ meridians in bold. Blue color corresponds to the178

NH and red to the SH. The markers signify conjugate points at which magne-179

tometer stations are located (to be discussed in Section 7). The offset between180

the magnetic and geographic poles is clearly seen. Due to the offset between181

geographic and magnetic poles, there will be certain universal times when one182

hemisphere (in magnetic coordinates) is more sunlit than the other. The panel183

in Figure 4 shows this UT variation, quantified in terms of the fraction of the184

region poleward of ±60◦ which is sunlit. Positive hemispheric differences mean185

that the NH is more sunlit than the SH. This figure corresponds to equinox186

conditions, but the general UT variation will be similar in other seasons.187

The lower plot illustrates how the exposure to sunlight varies throughout188

the year in the regions poleward of 60◦ magnetic latitude. The curves, blue for189

the NH and red for the SH, show the daily minimum and maximum fraction190

of the region poleward of 60◦ which is sunlit. Since the distance between these191

curves is larger in the South than in the North, the daily variation is always192

largest in the South. Notice that the polar circle (black dashes in the top left193

plot), which is tangent to the sunlight terminator at solstice, is equatorward194

of the −60◦ QD latitude contour. That means that at certain UTs, the region195

at < −60◦ will be entirely dark (sunlit) close to Southern winter (summer),196

so that the sunlit fraction envelope curve saturates at 0 (1).197

At solstice, there is naturally a large difference in solar illumination be-198

tween the summer and winter hemispheres. To eliminate North-South differ-199

ences arising simply from this effect, it can be helpful to compare the two200

hemispheres in the same local season (e.g., winter or summer). Even then201

though, there are small differences in the amount of solar radiation received202

by the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. This is partly due to the different203
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offsets between the geographic and magnetic poles, which result in differences204

in solar zenith angle and length of day, and partly due to the elliptical shape205

of the Earth’s orbit around the Sun, which results in variations in Sun-Earth206

distance over the course of the year. The Earth is about 5·106 km closer to207

the Sun in early January (perihelion) than in early July (aphelion), causing a208

difference in illumination of about 6− 7%.209

Figure 5 shows the mean daily insolation at the apex magnetic poles in the210

Northern and Southern Hemisphere as a function of days since winter solstice,211

both with and without the effect of the variation in Sun-Earth distance. While212

the higher geographic latitude of the apex magnetic pole in the NH results in213

a larger solar zenith angle, the day is also longer in summer, so that the effect214

of the difference in offset between the magnetic and geographic poles is to215

result in greater insolation at the Northern apex pole. However, the effect216

of the variation in Sun-Earth distance is more important and reverses the217

asymmetry, so that on balance, the Southern apex pole receives more sunlight218

during most local seasons (except for a period of about a month in spring).219

3 Asymmetry effects on ionospheric plasma convection220

When the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), embedded in the solar wind221

plasma has a southward component, magnetic reconnection on the dayside222

magnetopause changes the field topology such that the closed terrestrial field223

lines become connected to the Sun’s magnetic field, forming the polar caps.224

The polar caps are regions threaded by equal amounts of open magnetic flux225

in the two hemispheres. Being connected to the solar wind, the open field226

lines in the magnetosphere are transported anti-sunward, and folded into two227

so-called lobes in the magnetotail. In this process, solar wind kinetic energy228
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is converted to magnetic energy which resides in the lobes until magnetic229

reconnection on the nightside creates new closed field lines. As these newly230

closed field lines relax from their highly stretched configuration, the magnetic231

energy is converted back to kinetic energy and a large-scale sunward plasma232

flow on closed field lines takes place. Eventually the field lines will end up on233

the dayside, where reconnection with the IMF starts a new cycle of plasma234

and magnetic flux circulation.235

The footprint of this circulation, which is called the Dungey cycle (Dungey236

1961), can be observed in the ionosphere as a two-cell flow pattern of iono-237

spheric plasma. The ionospheric plasma flow is anti-sunward across the polar238

cap. The plasma then leaves the polar cap through the segment of its bound-239

ary that maps to the nightside reconnection region, before turning sunward240

on the dawn and dusk flanks, and eventually re-entering the polar cap in the241

region that maps to dayside reconnection.242

While this description accounts for the dominating large-scale circulation243

of plasma and magnetic flux in the ionosphere and magnetosphere, large vari-244

ations are observed in the global morphology of ionospheric convection. Sta-245

tistical studies of ground- and space-based measurements have shown that246

the average patterns strongly depend on the orientation of the IMF (Heppner247

and Maynard 1987; Weimer 2005; Ruohoniemi and Greenwald 2005; Pettigrew248

et al. 2010; Haaland et al. 2007). During northward IMF, the two-cell convec-249

tion pattern on average reduces, and one or two small cells appear additionally250

at high latitudes on the dayside (Förster et al. 2008a). The convection pattern251

also rotates in a systematic way with changes in the IMF Geocentric Solar252

Magnetic (GSM) y component. The sense of the rotation depends on the sign253

of the IMF By component, and is opposite between hemispheres. These effects254

can be explained in terms of different dayside magnetic field geometries (Cow-255

ley 1981), assuming that reconnection primarily occurs at the points where256

the IMF and the magnetosphere are most strongly anti-parallel.257

The main governing mechanism behind convection takes place at high al-258

titudes, where the Earth’s field is largely dipolar, and therefore symmetri-259

cal between hemispheres. There is however evidence that the ionospheric and260

magnetospheric convection is modified by ionospheric conductivity (e.g., Ruo-261

honiemi and Greenwald 2005; Pettigrew et al. 2010; Ridley et al. 2004), which262

has some dependence on field asymmetries (see Section 2). Field asymme-263

tries have indeed been shown to modify ionospheric convection (Förster and264

Cnossen 2013), as does the magnitude of the Earth’s dipole moment (Cnossen265

et al. 2011, 2012a). However, since the literature on this topic is sparse, we266

focus mainly on results regarding variations in the convection related to differ-267

ences in conductivity. Such variations are observed both in statistical average268

convection patterns, which must be interpreted as representative of a quasi-269

steady state, and in the dynamic response of the ionosphere to changes in270

magnetospheric convection. We also discuss how asymmetries in the magnetic271

field at low altitudes introduce asymmetries in the convection when observed272

in a geographic reference frame.273
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3.1 Conductivity influence on average convection morphology274

In the context of the present review, it is relevant to look at differences in275

average convection patterns related to seasonal differences. Such differences276

may be due to 1) effects related to reconnection geometries, which are in-277

dependent of field asymmetries at low altitudes, and/or 2) effects related to278

ionospheric conductivity differences, which do depend on the differences sum-279

marized in Section 2 (e.g., Cnossen et al. 2012b). It is the latter effects that280

are of interest here.281

When IMF By is small, the two-cell convection pattern is not entirely282

symmetrical; the flow across the polar cap is slightly skewed towards dusk283

(e.g., Haaland et al. 2007), and the dusk cell is slightly larger. This dawn-284

dusk asymmetry is often attributed to ionospheric feedback associated with285

the Hall conductance gradients (Tanaka 2001; Lotko et al. 2014), which per-286

turbs the magnetosphere such that the nightside reconnection region appears287

duskward of the Sun-Earth axis. Statistical studies of convection measure-288

ments from the Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) have shown289

that the dawn-dusk asymmetries that appear when the IMF By is strong are290

either reduced or enhanced depending on the dipole tilt angle. Ruohoniemi291

and Greenwald (2005) found that the asymmetries are larger for the combina-292

tion By > 0/summer and By < 0/winter. They argued that these results were293

consistent with the Hall conductance gradient effect (Tanaka 2001). Similar294

results were obtained by Pettigrew et al. (2010), who also used SuperDARN295

measurements.296

Dynamical modeling of the magnetosphere-ionosphere-thermosphere (M-297

I-T) interaction by Song et al. (2009) and Tu et al. (2014) has also shown298

that the dynamical Hall effect creates a component in the ionospheric flow299

which is perpendicular to the magnetospheric flow that drives it. For an anti-300

sunward flow, the dynamical Hall effect would create a duskward component,301

consistent with empirical convection patterns. The effect is stronger when the302

conductivity is low. The conductivity differences associated with asymmetries303

in the main field may therefore lead to differences in ionospheric convection304

even when the magnetospheric driver is symmetrical. The modeling by Tu305

et al. (2014) was comprehensive in the sense that it was based on a fully306

dynamic description of the M-I-T coupling. Their approach differs from the307

standard technique used in MHD models, where field-aligned currents at the308

ionospheric boundary are used to solve for an electrostatic potential in the309

ionosphere, which then is used as a boundary condition for the magnetosphere310

(e.g., Ridley et al. 2004). However, Tu et al. (2014) only looked at a 1D-311

case, solving for all electrodynamic quantities along a single vertical field line.312

Consequently, the dynamical Hall effect is independent of horizontal gradients313

in the conductivity, which are essential in the global MHD results by e.g.,314

Lotko et al. (2014).315
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3.2 Conductivity influence on dynamic response to changes in316

magnetospheric convection317

In the statistical studies of ionospheric convection cited above, the assumption318

has been made that B is static, so that the electric field is a potential field,319

and the magnetospheric electric field maps exactly along magnetic field lines320

to the ionosphere. In reality the ionosphere responds to changes in magneto-321

spheric convection in a finite time (e.g., Song et al. 2009; Tu et al. 2014), since322

the magnetosphere must overcome the inertia of the ionosphere/thermosphere323

system before a steady state is reached. The inertia may well be different324

between hemispheres, due to both seasonal variations and differences in the325

Earth’s magnetic field as discussed in Section 2 (see Section 5).326

The Dungey cycle described above is not a steady circulation. Dayside327

and nightside reconnection tend to happen in bursts and not simultaneously,328

expanding and contracting the polar cap. This view is known as the expanding-329

contracting polar cap paradigm (Cowley and Lockwood 1992; Siscoe and Huang330

1985; Milan et al. 2003; Milan 2015). In sum, the convection pattern depends331

both on the dayside reconnection, which can be seen as directly driven by332

the IMF, and on nightside reconnection. Grocott et al. (2009) showed that333

convection excited by nightside reconnection is much less ordered by the IMF334

orientation than what might be expected from the statistical studies cited335

above.336

Each burst of reconnection is followed by a change in magnetospheric con-337

vection, to which the ionosphere takes some time to adapt. The strongest338

nightside reconnection events occur during substorms (Milan et al. 2007).339

Since substorms are also associated with a strong increase in auroral parti-340

cle precipitation, the conductivity on the nightside changes dramatically. It341

has been shown that this conductivity enhancement is associated with a sup-342

pression of the convection (e.g., Provan et al. 2004), and that the stagnation343

is more prominent when the aurora is more intense (Grocott et al. 2009).344

The suppression is understood as an effect of enhanced friction between the345

charged and neutral particles as the collision frequency increases with con-346

ductivity. Indirect evidence of a seasonal difference in convection response to347

substorms was presented by Laundal et al. (2010a,b), who found that the sub-348

storm bulge, the footprint of newly closed field lines, was more pronounced in349

winter than in summer. This suggests that the ionospheric convection is more350

suppressed in the bulge, thus maintaining its shape, during the winter season351

when precipitation is on average stronger (e.g., Newell et al. 2010).352

Based on the above results, it should be expected that conductivity-dependent353

differences in response times are also observed on the dayside. However, as far354

as we know, conjugate observations of the convection response to IMF changes355

have not provided conclusive evidence of this, as hemispheric differences in re-356

sponse time can also be interpreted in terms of reconnection geometry (e.g.,357

Ambrosino et al. 2009; Chisham et al. 2000). If the conductivity does play a role358

in modulating ionospheric response times, we would expect a UT-dependent359
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asymmetry in convection patterns between hemispheres due to the field asym-360

metries shown in Figure 2 and pole offset differences illustrated in Figure 4.361

3.3 Cross polar cap convection asymmetries362

The overall flux transport across the polar cap can be quantified in terms of363

the cross polar cap potential (CPCP), measured as the maximum electric po-364

tential difference in the polar regions. Several statistical studies have found365

that the CPCP is on average slightly stronger in the SH compared to the NH.366

Pettigrew et al. (2010), who used SuperDARN radars from both hemispheres,367

found a difference of 6.5%. Papitashvili and Rich (2002), who used measure-368

ments from the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP), found a369

difference of 10%. Förster and Haaland (2015), who used Cluster electric field370

measurements mapped to the ionosphere, found differences of ∼ 5%− 7%. All371

these authors cite the differences in the geomagnetic field as a possible cause372

for the asymmetries.373

A higher CPCP in the South does not imply that the convection velocity is374

higher there, since the drift velocity depends on both the electric and magnetic375

field: v = E×B/B2, which is proportional to E/B. The study by Förster and376

Cnossen (2013) is one of few that looks specifically at the effect of asymmetries377

in the field on ionospheric convection. They presented model runs, using the378

Coupled Magnetosphere-Ionosphere-Thermosphere model (Wiltberger et al.379

2004; Wang et al. 2004), of an interval near equinox, using both a dipole field380

and the IGRF. They found predominantly stronger convection velocities in the381

NH at high latitudes (> 80◦) with the IGRF, and symmetrical values using the382

dipole. This region is representative of the cross polar cap flow. They argued383

that the differences could be explained by field strength asymmetries (Cnossen384

et al. 2011) and differences in offset between the magnetic and geographic poles385

(Cnossen and Richmond 2012).386

Even if the CPCP is the same, the flows will be different when observed in387

a geographic coordinate system due to the field asymmetries. In the following388

we calculate mean convection velocities along the dawn-dusk meridian for an389

electric potential which is symmetrical between hemispheres in modified apex390

coordinates. We define the convection electric potential Φ such that |∂Φ/∂λm|391

is constant along the dawn dusk meridian poleward of modified apex latitude392

λm = ±80◦ with reference height 400 km. The total CPCP is 100 kV. Using393

equations (4.9) and (4.18) in Richmond (1995b), we calculate the correspond-394

ing drift velocity, and convert this to geographic coordinates using the software395

published by Emmert et al. (2010). Figure 6 (left) shows the mean convection396

velocity along the dawn-dusk meridian in both hemispheres as a function of397

UT. The maps to the right show the ±80◦ magnetic circles of latitude, with398

the dawn-dusk meridian at 00 UT in bold, and the noon meridian dashed. The399

diurnal variation is larger in the NH compared to the SH. The velocity in the400

NH peaks around 06 and 18 UT, when the orientation of the Earth is such401

that the major axis in the elliptical 80◦ contour aligns with the Sun-Earth axis.402
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Fig. 6 Left: Diurnal variation in mean convection velocities at the dawn-dusk meridian
poleward of ±80◦ modified apex latitude. A total CPCP of 100 kV has been used, which is
constant along the dawn-dusk meridian and symmetrical between hemispheres. The panels
to the right show the ±80◦ modified apex magnetic latitude contours in both hemispheres,
as well as the dawn-dusk meridian at 00:00 UT (bold) and the noon meridian at the same
time (dashed). The calculations were done for 1 January 2015, but it is largely representative
also for other times.

In the SH, the −80◦ contour is more circular, so that the diurnal variation is403

smaller. The interhemispheric difference in convection speed is smallest just af-404

ter 00 and 12 UT, in good agreement with the modeling results by Förster and405

Cnossen (2013). These calculations show that even if the flux transport is the406

same in the two hemispheres and at all UTs, there will be a diurnal variation407

and a hemispheric asymmetry in convection velocities as seen in geographic408

coordinates.409

4 Thermospheric winds410

4.1 Theoretical considerations411

High-latitude neutral winds in the thermosphere arise from a closely coupled412

combination of solar radiative forcing, interactions of the solar wind with the413

Earth’s magnetosphere-ionosphere system, and ion-neutral coupling processes414

within the upper atmosphere. Both North-South asymmetries in plasma con-415

vection (see section 3) and solar extreme ultraviolet (EUV) irradiation (see416

section 2) can contribute to asymmetries in neutral winds, entering the mo-417

mentum budget of the thermosphere via the ”ion drag” and pressure gradient418

forces.419

The ion drag force describes the momentum exchange between charged and420

neutral particles due to collisions between them. At high latitudes, the neutral421

species are usually accelerated by the (generally stronger) plasma flows driven422

by magnetospheric convection. The magnitude of the ion drag force depends423

on the difference between the ion and neutral velocities, so that North-South424

differences in plasma convection, as described in section 3, are a first source425
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of hemispheric asymmetry in neutral winds. However, the extent to which426

the ion velocities are able to influence the neutral winds also depends on the427

strength of the ion-neutral coupling, described by the Hall and Pedersen ion428

drag coefficients. In the upper thermosphere (>∼ 150 km) the Pedersen ion429

drag coefficient is much larger than the Hall ion drag coefficient and roughly430

proportional to the electron density (e.g., Richmond 1995a). Since solar EUV431

radiation plays an important role in ion and electron production, solar illumi-432

nation influences the magnitude of the ion drag force to a degree.433

Solar illumination is also an important factor in the pressure gradient force.434

Non-uniform heating due to absorption of solar EUV radiation leads to a pres-435

sure gradient directed away from the day-side equatorial region, and therefore436

in an anti-sunward direction across the polar region (e.g., Dickinson et al.437

1981). Other processes that affect the thermospheric temperature distribution438

also contribute to the pressure gradient force and can modify this. At high439

latitudes, Joule heating is an important source of energy, especially during440

disturbed geomagnetic conditions. This acts to reduce the solar EUV-driven441

pressure gradient on the dayside, but can add to it on the nightside. The mag-442

nitude of Joule heating is dependent on both the neutral and plasma velocities,443

as well as the ionospheric conductivity.444

Because of the role of solar radiation in both the ion drag force and pressure445

gradient force, differences in the amount of solar radiation received by the two446

hemispheres are a second source of North-South asymmetry in neutral winds.447

Seasonal variations associated with the tilt of the Earth’s geographic axis with448

respect to the Sun-Earth line cause strong differences in solar illumination449

around solstice, when it is winter in one hemisphere and summer in the other.450

However, those summer-winter differences in solar illumination are not really451

what we are interested in here. Therefore we will compare the two hemispheres452

during the same local season, e.g., compare June in the NH to December in the453

SH. Still, even then there are differences in the average amount of illumination,454

as well as in spatial and diurnal variations, as explained in section 2.455

Hemispheric differences in the offset between the magnetic and geographic456

reference frames create one further source of asymmetry. Because some of the457

forces acting on the neutral wind are best organised in a geographic refer-458

ence frame, such as the solar EUV-driven part of the pressure gradient, or the459

Coriolis force, while others are best organized in a magnetic reference frame,460

such as the ion drag force, the degree to which these two reference frames461

match each other influences how the different types of forcing balance and462

interact with each other. Consider, for example, the ion drag force and the463

EUV-driven pressure gradient force across the polar cap. Both are oriented in464

an anti-sunward direction, but the ion drag force is anti-sunward in a magnetic465

reference frame, while the EUV-driven pressure gradient force is anti-sunward466

in a geographic reference frame. The directions therefore do not match per-467

fectly, and the discrepancy between the two is larger in the SH. In general, the468

greater offset between the magnetic and geographic poles in the SH leads to469

greater spatial differences between the two references frames and greater vari-470

ations over the course of a day. These factors could therefore lead to greater471
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variability in the SH high-latitude neutral winds, in addition to the solar illu-472

mination effect already described (see also Förster et al. 2008b; Förster and473

Cnossen 2013)474

4.2 Observational and modelling studies475

Observations made by various satellite missions and by ground-based Fabry-476

Pérot Interferometers (FPIs) have shown that the high-latitude neutral wind477

pattern exhibits a clear imprint of the ionospheric convection pattern (e.g.,478

Thayer and Killeen 1991, 1993; Killeen et al. 1995; Emmert et al. 2006; Förster479

et al. 2008b, 2011) indicating the importance of the ion drag force in the ther-480

mospheric high-latitude momentum budget. For southward IMF, the neutral481

winds more or less follow the classic two-cell convection pattern, though with482

some modifications due to inertia and due to other forces acting on the neutral483

winds. The solar EUV-driven pressure gradient force tends to enhance anti-484

sunward flow across the polar cap, while inhibiting sunward return flows at485

lower latitudes in the dawn and dusk sectors (e.g., Thayer and Killeen 1993).486

Further, the neutral wind vortex on the dusk side is generally stronger than487

the one on the dawn side, because the Coriolis force and momentum advection488

term more or less balance each other on the dusk side, while they act in the489

same direction on the dawn side, in competition with the ion drag force (e.g.,490

Killeen and Roble 1984; Kwak and Richmond 2007)491

Förster et al. (2008b) noted systematic differences in the neutral wind pat-492

terns in the Northern and Southern polar caps, based on a statistical analysis493

of CHAMP data for the full year of 2003 (averaging all seasons together). In494

agreement with our theoretical predictions above, they found greater neutral495

wind variability in the SH than in the NH; standard deviations of the neutral496

winds in the South were about 20− 40% higher than in the North. The mean497

neutral wind speeds in the two hemispheres were about the same (Cnossen and498

Förster 2015). However, further analysis of the neutral wind vertical vorticity499

by Förster et al. (2011) did reveal noticeable differences in magnitude. The500

vertical vorticity of the neutral wind isolates the rotational (non-divergent)501

part of the horizontal neutral wind, which is primarily associated with the502

ion drag force (e.g., Kwak and Richmond 2014), and is therefore expected to503

be more strongly influenced by plasma convection than the total wind field.504

The neutral wind vorticity maximum can be used as an indicator for the505

strength of the dawn cell, and the vorticity minimum as an indicator for the506

strength of the dusk cell. Using CHAMP data from two full years (2002-2003),507

Förster et al. (2011) showed that the magnitudes of the vorticity maximum508

and minimum are systematically larger in the NH, consistent with the larger509

ion velocities in the NH. Förster and Cnossen (2013) reproduced these North-510

South differences in simulations with the Coupled Magnetosphere-Ionosphere-511

Thermosphere (CMIT) model and demonstrated that they are associated with512

asymmetry in the Earth’s magnetic field.513
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Fig. 7 Left: 91-day averages of the mean neutral wind speed in the polar cap (> 80◦

magnetic latitude) for the NH (blue) and the SH (red) based on CHAMP data from Jan
2002 to Dec 2008. Error bars represent the 95% confidence intervals on the means. Right: 91-
day running averages of the maxima and minima of the high-latitude neutral wind vorticity
in the same format. It was not possible to calculate the 95% confidence intervals in this case,
so no error bars are shown. See Cnossen and Förster (2015) for further details.

Cnossen and Förster (2015) studied the dependence of the North-South514

asymmetries in neutral winds on seasonal and solar cycle variations in solar il-515

lumination. A new statistical analysis of CHAMP observations from 2002-2008516

showed that neutral wind speeds are always larger in the summer hemisphere,517

indicating the importance of solar radiative forcing on the neutral winds. How-518

ever, when both hemispheres are compared for the same local season, as shown519

in figure 7, a North-South difference emerges during the winter season, with520

wind speeds being significantly larger in the NH. This is perhaps even clearer521

in the neutral wind vorticity maxima and minima, also shown in figure 7,522

suggesting that the asymmetries are forced by the North-South asymmetry in523

plasma convection.524

The fact that the asymmetry disappears during summer might be due525

to North-South differences in solar radiation counter-acting the effect of the526

asymmetry in plasma convection. As shown in Figure 5 the SH receives more527

sunlight than the NH. Since high-latitude neutral winds become notably stronger528

when solar irradiance is higher (e.g., Emmert et al. 2006), the larger amount529

of sunlight in the SH polar region opposes the effect of the larger ion velocities530

in the NH polar region more strongly in summer, reducing the North-South531

asymmetry in neutral wind speeds and vorticity, while in winter the asymme-532

try in solar radiative forcing is much less important.533

Cnossen and Förster (2015) explored the seasonal variations in North-534

South asymmetry also using simulations with the CMIT model. However, the535

model showed generally larger neutral wind speeds and absolute vorticity val-536

ues in the NH, almost regardless of the season. The model thus does not appear537

to reproduce the interactive balance between solar radiative effects and plasma538

convection effects on the neutral winds correctly, apparently placing too much539

emphasis on the latter. Cnossen and Förster (2015) ascribed this to a problem540

with the seasonal variation in electron density in the model, leading to errors541
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in the strength of the ion-neutral coupling. The reason for the incorrect sea-542

sonal variation in electron density is still under investigation, but is likely to543

be complex, as the electron density distribution at high latitudes is affected by544

many different processes (solar EUV, energetic particle precipitation, trans-545

port by neutral winds, E×B drifts, etc.), which also interact with each other.546

This illustrates the need to better understand both the seasonal cycle and any547

North-South asymmetries in electron density that may be present, as discussed548

in section 5.549

5 Asymmetries in total electron content550

At F-region altitudes, production and loss of ions and electrons are governed551

by solar EUV radiation along with the thermosphere composition. In particu-552

lar, photoionization of atomic oxygen (O) is the primary source of O+, which553

dominates the F-region plasma population. The loss of O+ is due to ion ex-554

change reactions with molecular nitrogen (N2) and molecular oxygen (O2).555

Spatial and temporal variability in either the EUV radiation or thermosphere556

composition will therefore have a direct impact on the F-region electron den-557

sity. Though not discussed here, neutral winds and ionosphere electric fields558

additionally contribute to the ionosphere variability through the redistribution559

of plasma to regions of increased or decreased production and loss.560

Asymmetries between the geomagnetic field in the Northern and Southern561

Hemispheres (Section 2) introduce an asymmetry in the solar EUV radiation562

and the neutral composition, leading to hemispheric differences in the F-region563

electron density. This is primarily due to the offset between the magnetic and564

geographic poles. As shown in Figures 4 and 5, there are considerable differ-565

ences in the solar illumination of high magnetic latitudes in the Northern and566

Southern Hemispheres. North-South asymmetry in the magnetic field, together567

with variations in the Sun-Earth distance, result in the SH high latitude iono-568

sphere experiencing greater exposure to EUV radiation compared to the NH.569

Additionally, energy inputs at high latitudes and changes in the (horizontal570

and vertical) transport modifies [O/N2]. As the energy input is related to the571

geomagnetic field geometry, the thermosphere composition, and its impact on572

production and loss of ions and electrons, will be impacted by hemispheric573

asymmetries in the geomagnetic field.574

To illustrate the differences between the ionospheres in the Northern and575

Southern Hemispheres, Figures 8 and 9 show the nighttime (00 MLT) and day-576

time (12 MLT) total electron content (TEC) from the Constellation Observing577

System for Meteorology, Ionosphere, and Climate (COSMIC) Global Position-578

ing System (GPS) radio occultation observations (Anthes et al. 2008) under579

equinox, winter, and summer conditions. The COSMIC TEC observations are580

the integrated electron density up to ∼800 km, and are thus dominated by581

the electron density at F-region altitudes. Note that the results in Figures 8582

and 9 are presented in terms of magnetic apex latitude and longitude, and are583

based on geomagnetic quiet (Kp < 3) observations during the solar minimum584
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years of 2007-2009. Differences in the NH and SH TEC are clearly apparent.585

First, one can see that during March equinox, the average TEC poleward of586

60◦ is slightly larger in the SH compared to the NH. Notably larger values587

of TEC also occur in the SH during local summer (i.e., December solstice in588

the SH and June solstice in the NH). However, during local winter, the NH589

TEC is greater than the SH TEC. The 2007-2009 average F10.7 cm solar flux590

during December and June solstice is nearly equivalent, and the hemispheric591

differences during local winter and summer are thus unrelated to changes in592

solar activity between December and June solstices.593

Differences in the longitudinal distribution of the TEC between the two594

hemispheres are also evident in Figures 8 and 9. In particular, during the595

daytime (12 MLT, shown in Figure 9), the TEC is preferentially larger in the596

magnetic apex longitude sectors that are furthest from the geographic pole,597

which is marked by crosses. Longitude sectors far from the geographic pole are598

most sunlit, and thus the daytime TEC is larger near 0◦ apex longitude in the599

NH and 180◦ longitude in the SH. The opposite occurs during the nighttime600

(00 MLT, shown in Figure 8), when the TEC is greater at longitudes which601

are closer to the geographic pole.602

The hemispheric asymmetries that are present in Figures 8 and 9 can603

largely be explained by seasonal variations in the Sun-Earth distance, and604

hemispheric differences in the geomagnetic field. The change in solar radiation605

due to varying Sun-Earth distance between the December and June solstices606

(see Figure 5) results in greater winter electron densities in the NH and larger607

electron densities in summer in the SH. This leads to an ∼ 7% difference (Zeng608

et al. 2008), and explains a portion of the hemispheric asymmetry during609

solstice conditions in Figures 8 and 9. Variations in the Sun-Earth distance610

cannot, however, explain the relatively larger TEC that occurs in the SH611

during March equinox. During March equinox, the average nighttime (Figure612

8, upper panels) TEC is similar in both hemispheres, and is dominated by613

longitudinal variations that arise due to thermosphere composition, which will614

be discussed later. During daytime (Figure 9, upper panels), we attribute the615

larger TEC at March equinox in the SH to the different offset between the616

geographic and magnetic poles in the two hemispheres, which leads to solar617

EUV radiation occurring at higher magnetic latitudes in the SH. We note that618

this mechanism also impacts the results during solstice time periods; however,619

it is less evident in Figures 8 and 9 due to the aforementioned impact of620

variations in Earth-Sun distance. As explained by Zeng et al. (2008), the tilt of621

the geomagnetic field also drives differences in the longitudinal variations in the622

Northern and Southern Hemispheres. In particular, the tilt of the geomagnetic623

field leads to magnetic longitudes further from the geographic poles receiving624

more solar EUV radiation during the daytime, resulting in greater daytime625

TEC at these longitudes (Figure 9). When solar EUV forcing is largely absent,626

variations in thermosphere composition are thought to be responsible for the627

different longitudinal variability in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres.628

Regions of enhanced downwelling, which increases the [O/N2] ratio, tend to629

occur in the magnetic longitude sector of the geographic pole (e.g., Rishbeth630
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Fig. 8 COSMIC TEC at 0000 MLT in the NH (left panels) and SH (right panels) for
March equinox (top panels), local winter solstice (middle panels), and local summer solstice
(bottom panels). Results are presented in Apex latitude and longitude, and are the average
of geomagnetically quiet days for 2007-2009. The geographic pole positions are marked by
crosses.
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Fig. 9 Same as Figure 8, except for the results are shown for 1200 MLT.
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and Müller-Wodarg 1999), resulting in the observed enhancement in night631

time TEC in longitude sectors near the geographic pole compared to regions632

further away (Figure 8). The longitudinal variations in the [O/N2] ratio are633

driven by longitudinal variations in thermosphere circulation, which arise due634

to the influence of the geomagnetic field on the spatial distribution of the high635

latitude energy input.636

6 Asymmetries in ion outflow637

The thermosphere continually loses matter in the form of ion outflow. Es-638

timated loss rates are about 1026 ions/sec from both hemispheres combined639

(e.g., Yau and Andre 1997). Although observations pointing out North-South640

asymmetries in ion upflow and ion outflow exists (e.g., Zhao et al. 2014, and641

references therein), this issue has not been extensively addressed. Model and642

simulation results are also scarce, but a recent study by Barakat et al. (2015)643

demonstrated that north-south asymmetries in outflow are reproduced if real-644

istic boundary conditions are used to parametrize models. To our knowledge,645

North-South asymmetries are not explicitly built into large scale models of the646

magnetosphere either.647

When discussing ion outflow, it is natural to divide the source areas of648

ionospheric outflow into two distinct regions, the auroral zone and the cusp649

region on one side and the high latitude open polar cap on the other side.650

Processes and characteristics of the outflow are very different between these651

regions, but there can be significant horizontal transport of plasma between652

regions.653

Two fundamental elements are necessary for ion outflow; First, ionization,654

which provides a source of free ions, and second; acceleration processes able655

to give the ions sufficient energy to escape the Earth’s gravitational potential.656

For the most relevant species for Earth, H+ and O+, escape energies are of657

the order of 0.6 and 10 eV, respectively. North-South asymmetries can exist658

in both ionization and transport.659

6.1 Auroral zone and the cusp region660

On a large scale, the nightside auroral zone is characterized by enhanced out-661

flow which largely balances the electron precipitation responsible for auroral662

arcs. Ionization, at least on the nightside where EUV illumination is absent,663

is primarily driven by the auroral precipitation (e.g Hultqvist et al. 1999).664

The outflow is mainly driven by strong field aligned electric fields caused by665

anomalous resistivity, and both H+ and O+ can be extracted and accelerated666

to escape energies. Furthermore, the nightside auroral zone is co-located with667

a region of Birkeland (magnetic field-aligned) currents and strong flow shears668

which locally tend to break up into vortices. Such small scale structures may669

provide an additional source of energy for plasma escape.670
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Except for the study by Zhao et al. (2014), based on measurements from671

the Fast Auroral Snapshot (FAST) satellite of H+ in the 1 eV − 1.2 keV en-672

ergy range for the years 2000 − 2005, no systematic studies trying to quantify673

North-South asymmetries in ion outflow from the auroral zone exists. Since the674

outflow is highly correlated with precipitation, however, much of the asymme-675

tries related to aurora, discussed in Section 8 are also relevant for ion outflow676

from this region. Processes responsible for outflow from the cusp region are to677

some extent comparable to those of the auroral zone; ionization occurs partly678

by sunlight and partly by electromagnetic energy.679

6.2 The polar cap680

Poleward of the auroral zone, in the polar cap regions, there is little or no sig-681

nificant precipitation, and consequently no electric field set up by anomalous682

resistivity. The outflow seems to be limited by ionization (André et al. 2015;683

Kitamura et al. 2015), and since ionization is largely driven by EUV illumi-684

nation, there are diurnal and seasonal variations and thus an inherent North-685

South asymmetry. Observations of such asymmetries have been reported by686

e.g., Kitamura et al. (2015) and are also corroborated by model results, e.g.,687

Glocer et al. (2012)688

The energy required to escape the gravitational potential comes from a689

combination of thermal forces and an ambient electric field set up by charge690

exchange. The available energy is lower than in the cusp and auroral zone,691

so outflow from the polar cap region is dominated by cold (energies up to692

a few 10’s of eV) protons. In addition to the ambient electric field, mirror693

forces and centrifugal acceleration can also provide parallel acceleration. The694

mirror force depends on the magnetic field, and thus possesses a North-South695

asymmetry (see Section 2). Likewise, the centrifugal acceleration is governed696

by the convection, which may be North-South asymmetric (See Section 3).697

Cold ions are notoriously difficult to measure in-situ, and have often been698

termed invisible (e.g., Chappell et al. 1987, 2000; André and Cully 2012). Their699

low energy combined with shielding effects due to spacecraft charging issues700

usually prevents detection with particle instruments, so alternative methods701

are needed. The first large scale survey of cold ions (Engwall et al. 2009) was702

based on observations from the Cluster mission and a wake detection technique703

(Engwall et al. 2006). North-South asymmetries in cold outflow were reported704

by Li et al. (2012), but due to the orbit of Cluster, a quantitative assessment705

of the asymmetry is difficult.706

A recent simulation study by Barakat et al. (2015) discusses effects of the707

difference in magnetic pole offset between the two hemispheres (see Section 2.2)708

and its consequence for ionospheric outflow. Their simulation results are for a709

geomagnetic storm around equinox, and show larger diurnal modulation in the710

southern hemisphere. They attribute the North-South asymmetry to the offset711

difference, and suggest that the hemispherical asymmetry and periodicity of712
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the total ion outflow could influence the magnetospheric tail and perhaps713

contribute to substorm triggering.714

In addition to local ionization in the polar cap region, upwelling O+ions715

near the cleft can form an ion fountain (Lockwood et al. 1985) where the up-716

welling ions can be transported into the polar cap by anti-sunward convection.717

7 Asymmetry in ionospheric currents and magnetic field718

perturbations719

In Section 2 we showed that the asymmetries in the Earth’s magnetic field720

lead to differences in ionospheric conductivity, due to 1) a dependence on the721

field strength in the sunlight induced conductances (Richmond 1995a) and722

2) differences in offset between magnetic and geographic poles, which lead to723

differences in diurnal variation in sunlight exposure in the polar region, which724

have large implications for the conductivity (Robinson and Vondrak 1984;725

Moen and Brekke 1993).726

The differences in conductivity between hemispheres naturally have impli-727

cations for differences in ionospheric currents and associated magnetic field728

perturbations. The relationship between the Hall and Pedersen conductance729

and the Hall, Pedersen and Birkeland (field-aligned) currents can be described730

in terms of the ionospheric Ohm’s law. The horizontal part of Ohm’s law is731

J⊥ = ΣHB×E/B +ΣPE, (1)

where we have made the idealized assumption of zero neutral wind. E is the732

electric field which appears because any large-scale electric field in the reference733

frame of the plasma is zero. It is therefore related to the plasma velocity (see734

Section 3) by E = −v×B. The divergence of this equation, assuming current735

continuity, gives the Birkeland current:736

j‖ = ΣP∇ ·E + E · ∇ΣP + (E×∇ΣH) ·B/B (2)

where the ∇ operators act only horizontally. It is clear that the current mag-737

nitudes are highly dependent on conductivity. The Hall current scales with738

the Hall conductance, and the Pedersen current with the Pedersen conduc-739

tance. The Birkeland currents are most strongly dependent on the Pedersen740

conductance.741

Ground magnetometers sense only what is called an equivalent current,742

which is not necessarily equal to any of the current components described743

above. At high latitudes, the equivalent currents are equal to the divergence-744

free component of the horizontal ionospheric currents (e.g. Fukushima 1994;745

Vasyliunas 2007, and references therein). Which part of the actual current746

system constitutes the divergence-free horizontal currents depends on the con-747

ductivity. When the conductance gradients are zero, or perpendicular to elec-748

tric equipotential contours, the equivalent current is equal to the Hall current.749

Laundal et al. (2015) showed that during sunlit conditions in the polar cap, the750
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equivalent current typically aligns with the overhead Hall current. In dark con-751

ditions, the equivalent current tends to align with an overhead current which752

is anti-parallel to the horizontal closure of the Birkeland current system. This753

is consistent with the actual current being approximately zero in the polar cap754

in darkness. It is also consistent with observed differences in disturbance field755

morphology between different seasons (Friis-Christensen and Wilhjelm 1975).756

Both ionospheric currents and the associated magnetic disturbances de-757

pend on quantities that are best organized in different coordinate systems:758

The ionospheric convection (and E), as well as the conductance produced by759

auroral precipitation, are organized in magnetic coordinates, while the compo-760

nent of the conductances that is produced by solar EUV flux is best organized761

in geographic coordinates. Therefore the distribution of sunlight on magnetic762

apex/CGM grids in the two hemispheres is never symmetrical, and perfect763

hemispheric symmetry in the current and magnetic disturbance fields can not764

be expected either.765

To illustrate this point we look at the seasonal and diurnal variation in766

magnetic field perturbations at two pairs of nearly conjugate magnetometers.767

Their locations are indicated in the top left map in Figure 4: The filled circles768

show the positions of the UMQ station (at 75.6◦ apex latitude, and 41.2◦ lon-769

gitude in 2015) in blue and the B22 station (at −75.7◦ and 30.8◦) in red. The770

triangles mark the LYR station (at 75.4◦ and 109.2◦) in blue and the DVS sta-771

tion (at −74.7◦ and 102.3◦) in red. They are all at nearly the same magnetic772

latitude, but their locations relative to the geographic poles are different. Fig-773

ure 10 shows the mean magnetic perturbation at these magnetometer stations774

as a function of universal time hour and month. The SuperMAG baseline sub-775

traction has been used, which is designed such that the remaining signal can776

be interpreted as being associated with external (solar wind/magnetospheric)777

drivers (Gjerloev 2012). Diurnal variations associated with the solar quiet (Sq)778

currents are removed. Conjugate pairs are shown in the same columns.779

We see that the seasonal variation at the conjugate stations is approxi-780

mately in antiphase, due to the hemispheric difference in sunlight illumina-781

tion. The contours mark the time when the mean solar zenith angle is 90◦,782

i.e., the demarcation between the magnetometer being predominantly sunlit783

or not. The largest average magnetic perturbations occur at times when the784

magnetometer was sunlit. Comparing the two magnetometers in the SH, we785

see that there is most often a stronger diurnal variation at the DVS station786

compared to B22. This can be understood as an effect of the B22 station being787

much closer to the geographic pole (−86.5◦ geographic latitude) compared to788

DVS (−68.6◦), and thus experiencing less variation in sunlight during a day.789

Hence the more horizontal sunlight terminator contours at this location. In790

the winter months, when both stations are in darkness, the diurnal variation791

has a similar magnitude at B22 and DVS.792

It is worth noting that at certain UTs, the difference between sunlit and793

dark conditions is modest, and in some cases even opposite to the general794

picture (e.g. at 20-23 UT at the DVS station). This indicates that solar illu-795

mination may be less important in certain magnetic local times. At 20-23 UT,796
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Fig. 10 Mean magnetic field perturbations as a function of UT hour and month at two
nearly conjugate magnetometer pairs close to ±75◦ apex latitude. Contours of mean solar
zenith angle 90◦ are also shown, indicating the demarcation between sunlight and darkness
at the different stations.

the DVS and LYR stations are close to magnetic midnight. Being at relatively797

high latitudes, often inside the polar cap, the magnetic perturbations at these798

times may be associated with substorm poleward expansions, during which799

intense precipitation enhances the conductivity.800

A number of previous studies have also investigated hemispheric differences801

and similarities in ground magnetometer measurements (see review by Wescott802

(1966) and the work by e.g., Viljanen and Tanskanen (2013); Weygand et al.803

(2014) and references therein). Most of these studies have looked at time series,804

showing largely similar perturbations in the two hemispheres, which indicates805

that changes in ionospheric convection, and consequently currents, most often806

occur simultaneously in the two hemispheres (Yeoman et al. 1993). Hajkowicz807

(2006) found a seasonal variation in the level of correspondence between time808

series in conjugate magnetometers, consistent with a conductivity effect.809

It has also been shown that the auroral electrojet indices (AE) exhibit a810

UT variation which varies with seasons (Ahn et al. 2000; Singh et al. 2013).811

This variation is probably due to variations in conductivity, as well as the812

non-uniform magnetometer coverage used to derive the indices. Laundal and813

Gjerloev (2014) repeated the study by Singh et al. (2013), using apex quasi-814

dipole magnetic field components instead of the standard H component (or in815

this case, the SuperMAG N component, which is similar to H). A significant816

fraction of the UT variation was removed by this change, which indicates that817

the longitudinal variation in the Earth’s magnetic field is contained in the UT818

variation of the traditional AE indices (Gasda and Richmond 1998). These819

studies were based on magnetometer stations in the NH. Since the longitudinal820

variation is different in the SH, and since the conductivity is different, an AE821

index derived from SH magnetometer measurements would be different from822

the standard index, even if the magnetometers were at conjugate points to823
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those in the North. This was indeed shown by Weygand et al. (2014), who824

used SH magnetometers that were close to the conjugate points of the NH AE825

stations.826

The effect of magnetic field strength on conductance produced by sunlight827

(Richmond 1995a; Cnossen et al. 2011, 2012a) has to our knowledge not been828

directly detected in studies of high latitude magnetic perturbations. The effect829

could of course be implicit in the results showing longitudinal and hemispheric830

variations, which most often is explained in terms of pole offsets.831

7.1 Asymmetries in the Birkeland currents832

The asymmetries in the ionospheric conductivity (Section 2) also lead to asym-833

metries in the Birkeland (field-aligned) currents, which electrodynamically link834

the ionosphere to the magnetopause and the partial ring current. Studies have835

shown that the Birkeland currents increase in intensity during the summer836

(Fujii et al. 1981; Ohtani et al. 2005), and measurements of the Birkeland837

currents have been used to quantify variations in the ionospheric conductivity838

with solar zenith angle (Fujii and Iijima 1987).839

Later studies have shown that the currents also exhibit a hemispherical840

asymmetry in MHD modelling (Wiltberger et al. 2009). However, investiga-841

tions of vorticity in the ionospheric convection have shown increased vorticity842

during summer, which may imply that the hemispherical asymmetry in the843

Birkeland currents is not wholly due to variations in conductance (Chisham844

et al. 2009). Some authors have suggested that only the dayside currents be-845

come larger during the summer (Wang 2005), such that the hemispherical846

asymmetry is limited to currents on the dayside.847

More recently, Coxon et al. (2015) conducted a study of Birkeland cur-848

rents measured by the Active Magnetosphere and Planetary Electrodynamics849

Response Experiment (AMPERE) which showed that seasonal and diurnal850

variations in current magnitude in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres851

were consistent with changes in solar insolation. Figure 11 shows monthly av-852

eraged Birkeland currents in the two hemispheres for the 36 months of 2010853

to 2012. In the NH there is a clear seasonal variation, with current magni-854

tudes peaking around NH summer months (red shading). For reasons that855

will be discussed below, the seasonal variation in the SH current magnitudes,856

which are expected to maximize in SH summer months (blue shading), is less857

pronounced.858

Another variation was also discovered, in which both Northern and South-859

ern currents varied in sync: for instance see the similarity in behaviours in860

the two hemispheres between days 800 and 950. Such variations are associated861

with changes in the monthly averaged strength of solar wind-magnetosphere862

coupling, dependent on conditions in the solar wind. When this is corrected863

for, using a model developed by Milan (2013), the expected seasonal variations864

in the two hemispheres become readily apparent. The lack of a clear seasonal865
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Fig. 11 The monthly averaged Birkeland currents from January 2010 to December 2012.
The NH is shown in red and the SH is shown in blue; pink and light blue shading show
summer in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres respectively. Adapted from Coxon et al.
(2015).

variation in the winter hemisphere was due to a coincidental antiphase between866

changing solar wind conditions and SH conductance levels.867

Coxon et al. (2015) concluded that solar wind-magnetosphere coupling868

drives magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling currents in each hemisphere, but869

that the magnitude of these currents depends on the seasonal variation in870

conductance in each polar ionosphere. One last puzzle remains, however. Even871

when the solar wind variations are accounted for, the current magnitudes in872

the NH are on average greater than the currents in the SH (as is apparent in873

Fig. 11). It is not yet clear if this is a real effect or an artifact of the AMPERE874

analysis technique.875

8 Asymmetry in the aurora876

It is well established from statistical studies (Shue et al. 2001; Coumans et al.877

2004; Newell et al. 2010; Reistad et al. 2014) and from studies of conjugate878

images (Ohtani et al. 2009; Laundal and Østgaard 2009; Reistad et al. 2013;879

Fillingim et al. 2005; Stenbaek-Nielsen and Otto 1997; Sato et al. 1998) that880

the intensity of the aurora and the characteristics of particle precipitation can881

be quite different at conjugate points. These differences are mainly related882

to seasonal variations, and to asymmetric solar wind forcing on the magne-883

tosphere, when the IMF has a significant GSM y (and to a lesser degree x)884

component. The IMF effect on the aurora is presumably independent of differ-885

ences in the main field, since the Earth’s field is largely a dipole at the altitudes886

where the solar wind-magnetosphere interaction happens. The seasonal differ-887

ences can likely be attributed to the orientation of the dipole axis with respect888

to the Sun-Earth line, and to variations in ionospheric conductivity. The latter889

will vary between hemispheres as described in Section 2.890
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The most comprehensive statistical study of the seasonal variation of par-891

ticle precipitation was done by Newell et al. (2010), who analyzed a large892

set of particle spectra measured by instruments on the Defense Meteorologi-893

cal Satellite Program (DMSP) satellites. They analyzed seasonal variations in894

the electron and ion energy flux and number flux for three different types of895

precipitation, characterized by the spectrum: Monoenergetic, broadband (only896

electrons) and diffuse precipitation (both ions and electrons). Monoenergetic897

electron precipitation is believed to be accelerated by parallel electric fields,898

while broadband precipitation is accelerated by Alfvén waves. Diffuse precipi-899

tation, which makes up most of the energy flux (Newell et al. 2009), consists of900

particles that are scattered into the loss cone and not necessarily accelerated901

further. All types of electron aurora were found to be stronger on the nightside902

during winter. The winter/summer ratio was much stronger for monoenergetic903

precipitation (1.70) compared to broadband (1.26) and diffuse (1.30) precipi-904

tation. On the dayside however, the winter/summer ratio was less than 1 for905

all types of aurora except diffuse electron aurora during strong solar wind906

driving. The strong seasonal differences on the nightside might be explained907

by a feedback mechanism (Lysak 1991), by which increased ionization from908

precipitation leads to stronger currents and more precipitation (Ohtani et al.909

2009). The differences on the dayside, which are in an opposite sense compared910

to the nightside, may be explained by a combination of 1) a more favorable911

geometry during summer for direct ion entry from the magnetopause to the912

ionosphere in the cusp, and 2) stronger field-aligned currents on the dayside913

in the summer (e.g. Green et al. 2009). The latter effect is likely to depend on914

the conductivity at the ionospheric footpoints, which varies differently in the915

two hemispheres due to asymmetries in the Earth’s magnetic field (Figure 4).916

Much less is known about the importance of differences in field strength917

at conjugate footpoints. The most comprehensive study of this effect so far918

was based on data from a series of 18 conjugate flights carrying calibrated919

all-sky cameras along the magnetic meridian at College, Alaska between 1968920

and 1971 (Belon et al. 1969; Stenbaek-Nielsen et al. 1973). These data showed921

that the aurora was brighter, more frequent, and more extended in latitude in922

the NH, where the magnetic field was weakest. During very active times, and923

at the highest latitudes, the differences were less systematic.924

To explain and quantify the magnetic field control on auroral intensity,925

Stenbaek-Nielsen et al. (1973) developed a model for three idealized cases of926

pitch angle distribution, corresponding to different degrees of scattering, and927

also allowing for parallel electric potentials which may be different in the two928

hemispheres. The quantities derived in their paper were representative of the929

magnetic field differences at College, Alaska and the conjugate hemisphere.930

Here we briefly review their model, and present global maps of the expected931

inter-hemispheric differences for the different pitch angle distributions.932

Conservation of the first adiabatic invariant, mv2⊥/2B, implies that the933

relationship between the pitch angle of a particle when it crosses the equatorial934

plane, αeq, the equatorial magnetic field strength along its trajectory, Beq, and935
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the magnetic field strength at which the particle mirrors, Bm, is:936

sin2 αeq = Beq/Bm. (3)

Assuming that all particles that mirror below some fixed height precipitate,937

and those that mirror above this height escape back into the magnetosphere,938

the destiny of a particle can be determined by its pitch angle in the equatorial939

plane. Particles that have pitch angles less than a certain limit are within the940

loss cone, given by941

αl ≈
√
Beq/Bm. (4)

We have used that sinα ≈ α, since the ratio in Equation 3 is always small for942

particles that mirror at ionospheric altitudes.943

Consider an equatorial cross section of a flux tube with area Aeq. Assuming944

an isotropic pitch angle distribution, the number flux of particles through945

this cross section that eventually precipitate can be expressed in terms of the946

directional particle flux, j, times the area and the solid angle of the loss cone:947

n ≈ Aeqπjα2
l , (5)

where the small loss cone angle assumption has been used.948

Since the magnetic field strength may be different at conjugate points, the949

loss cone may be different for the two hemispheres. The ratio between the loss950

cones in the two hemispheres can be written (using Eq. 4):951

Rαl
= αnl /α

s
l =

√
Bsm/B

n
m, (6)

where the superscripts denote the hemisphere. These equations imply that952

the number of particles precipitating to each hemisphere is different when953

Bsm 6= Bnm. However, the area of the flux tube at the two mirror points will954

also be different in that case, and this effect may balance the number flux955

when considering the number of particles per area (the intensity). Whether or956

not that happens depends on the pitch angle distribution and the geometry of957

the light. Stenbaek-Nielsen et al. (1973) considered three different pitch angle958

distributions:959

Case 1: Isotropic distribution, strong diffusion: The particles are strongly scat-960

tered, so that the loss cone is constantly refilled at a rate which balances the961

loss to precipitation. The pitch angle distribution is isotropic (See Figure 12).962

In this case, the intensity ratio becomes963

RI =
nnAsm
Anmn

s
= 1, (7)

where we have used Equations 3 and 5, and magnetic flux conservation,BnmA
n
m =964

BsmA
s
m. The area differences balance the difference in particle flux. However,965

if the aurora appears in a thin sheet, it can be considered a two-dimensional966

structure. Then it might be more relevant to consider the number of particles967
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Fig. 12 The three idealized pitch angle distributions considered by Stenbaek-Nielsen et al.
(1973) in order to estimate the inter-hemispheric asymmetries in particle precipitation and
auroral luminosity due to differences in field strength. The vertical dashed bars denote the
loss cones in the equatorial plane, which may be different in the two hemispheres. The
distribution outside the loss cones is isotropic, at the level shown by the horizontal black
line. See text for details.
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Fig. 13 Intensity ratios at conjugate points for two of the three cases of pitch angle distri-
butions, considered by Stenbaek-Nielsen et al. (1973) and illustrated in Figure 12. For case
1, only the ratios for aurora which appears in a thin sheet is shown. For the case that the
aurora is spread over a large area, the ratio would be 1 everywhere. The maps for case 2
correspond to aurora distributed over an area (middle) and aurora which appears in a thin
sheet (right). Case 3 is not shown. See text for details.

per unit length rather than area. Since the length scales as the square root of968

the area, we get the intensity ratio:969

RI,sheet =
nn
√
Asm√

Anmn
s

=

√
Bsm
Bnm

(8)

which means that the intensity of thin auroral sheets may be different if the970

field strength is different. A map of the ratio
√
Bsm/B

n
m is shown in Figure 13.971
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Case 2: Anisotropic distribution, strong diffusion: The particles are strongly972

scattered, and the loss cone is refilled at an equal rate everywhere, but not fast973

enough to balance the loss to the atmosphere. This results in a step-like pitch974

angle distribution. Since the loss of particles is approximately twice as fast975

inside both loss cones than it is at α between min(αnl , α
s
l ) and max(αnl , α

s
l ),976

there will be a factor of 2 difference between the fluxes in these regions (see977

Figure 12).978

Since the flux is isotropic within both these regions, we can use Equation 5979

to get the ratio between the number of particles that precipitate per unit area980

to the two hemispheres per unit time. For the case that the field is strongest981

in the SH, the number flux unit area becomes:982

RI =
nnAsm
Anmn

s
≈ Asm
Anm

Aeqπjα
s
l
2 + 2Aeqπj(α

n
l
2 − αsl 2)

Aeqπjαsl
2

=

(
2
Bsm
Bnm
− 1

)
Asm
Anm

= 2− Bnm
Bsm

. (9)

To get the number flux per length (intensity in the case of 1-dimensional,983

sheet-like aurora), we use the square root of the area fraction in the last line:984

RI,sheet =

(
2
Bsm
Bnm
− 1

)√
Asm
Anm

=

(
2− Bnm

Bsm

)√
Bsm
Bnm

. (10)

Since Bsm > Bnm in these equations, we see that the asymmetry in intensity is985

larger for sheet-like auroras than for aurora which is distributed over a larger986

area. When the SH field is weaker than in the NH, the equations above must987

be changed accordingly. Maps of RI and RI,sheet for the case of of strong988

scattering and anisotropic pitch angle distribution are also shown in Figure989

13.990

Case 3: Weak diffusion: The particles are only weakly scattered, and the time991

it takes to refill the loss cone is larger than the bounce time. The particles992

predominantly precipitate to the hemisphere with the weakest magnetic field993

(see Figure 12). In this case, the ratio between the intensities in the two hemi-994

spheres can be infinite.995

The above ratios can be modified by any net difference in field-aligned996

electric potential. In-situ measurements of particle precipitation accelerated by997

parallel electric fields have shown that the electric fields are stronger and more998

frequent in darkness (Newell et al. 1996, 2010). Therefore net potential drops999

between hemispheres almost certainly exist, and particularly during solstices.1000

Stenbaek-Nielsen et al. (1973) showed that a net inter-hemispheric potential1001

difference will lower or raise the mirror point, such that the intensity ratios1002

above, RI , are scaled by a factor of 1 + 2∆W/Weq, where ∆W is the energy1003

difference introduced by the net potential difference (positive when the NH is1004

at higher potential), and Weq is the energy of the particles in the equatorial1005

plane. A consequence of the dependence on Weq is that the inter-hemispheric1006

differences should be more pronounced for less energetic particles.1007
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The measurements from the conjugate flight campaigns arguably still re-1008

main the strongest observational evidence of a relationship between the auroral1009

intensity and the strength of the Earth’s magnetic field. Frank and Sigwarth1010

(2003) reported observations from one single event of the aurora in both hemi-1011

spheres observed from the Visible Imaging Earth camera on board the Polar1012

spacecraft, which was positioned such that both auroral regions were visible.1013

They found that the aurora was brighter in the NH compared to the SH by1014

tens of percent. This observation was made at ≈ −150◦ magnetic longitude,1015

where the NH field is weaker. Thus it is consistent with the explanation in1016

terms of field asymmetry described above. Note that in their manuscript they1017

get the field asymmetry at the location of the observations wrong, but they1018

also get the mechanism by which field asymmetries work wrong, resulting in1019

the right conclusion with respect to the Stenbaek-Nielsen et al. (1973) model.1020

If the mechanism outlined above is important for the overall intensity of1021

the aurora, it can be expected that this is also reflected in the longitudinal1022

variation of its intensity. A few studies have looked at the longitudinal varia-1023

tion. Stenbaek-Nielsen (1974) analyzed data from ground all-sky imagers from1024

the international geophysical year, when a substantial number of such cam-1025

eras were operated. They found that the occurrence rate of aurora varied with1026

longitude in a similar manner as the inter-hemispheric difference in magnetic1027

field strength at conjugate points at 65◦ latitude. They interpreted this as in-1028

dication that the magnetic field strength also controls discrete aurora, which1029

was what the all-sky cameras primarily observed. Indirect evidence of a simi-1030

lar longitudinal variation was presented by Barth et al. (2002), who looked at1031

observations of NO, produced by electron precipitation. The NO distribution1032

had a similar longitudinal variation as the field differences at conjugate points.1033

The first study which included the longitudinal variation in auroral energy1034

flux from both hemispheres was conducted by Luan et al. (2011). They ana-1035

lyzed auroral power in the 21-03 MLT sector, based on data from the global1036

ultraviolet imager (GUVI) onboard the Thermosphere Ionosphere Mesosphere1037

Energetics and Dynamics (TIMED) spacecraft from between 2002 and 2007.1038

They did find a similar longitudinal pattern as those reported by Stenbaek-1039

Nielsen and Barth et al., at least during summer and equinox seasons. Sur-1040

prisingly however, they also found largely the same longitudinal variation in1041

the opposite hemisphere. This is not expected if field asymmetries control the1042

longitudinal variation, since this would produce an opposite pattern in the1043

conjugate hemisphere. They found that the peak intensities coincide with the1044

longitudes at which there is least sunlight. During local winters, when the1045

21-03 MLT region is always in darkness, they found that the peak intensities1046

coincide with the darkest longitudes in the opposite hemisphere. The correla-1047

tions with field strength were small, suggesting that this only plays a minor1048

role in generating longitudinal variations in auroral intensity.1049

Based on Luan et al.’s work, it seems that sunlight, and consequently1050

the effect of differences in the alignment between geographic and magnetic1051

coordinates, is a more important factor than field strength in controlling the1052

distribution of auroral intensity. However, more simultaneous measurements1053
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of the aurora in the two hemispheres are needed to draw firm conclusions1054

about this. So far, the only truly comparable instrumentation providing such1055

measurements were the ones reported on by Stenbaek-Nielsen et al. (1973)1056

and Frank and Sigwarth (2003). Other conjugate images of the aurora (e.g.1057

Motoba et al. 2010) did not come from calibrated cameras.1058

The effect of precipitating protons on auroral emissions and ionospheric1059

ionization also depends on the inclination of the magnetic field lines (e.g.1060

Synnes et al. 1998; Gérard et al. 2001). Energetic precipitating protons charge1061

exchange with the ambient atmosphere repeatedly as they descend. Due to1062

the large gyro radius compared to electrons, and the decoupling from the1063

magnetic field as they pick up electrons to become neutral hydrogen, the en-1064

ergy of the protons is deposited over a much larger area than that threaded1065

by their original field lines. The angle of incidence, the inclination angle of1066

the magnetic field, partly determines where this energy is deposited (Fang1067

et al. 2005). Thus ionization and heating from proton precipitation will vary1068

with field inclination. Doppler-shifted emissions from hydrogen, which can be1069

uniquely attributed to proton precipitation (Vegard 1939), also have some de-1070

pendence on the inclination, since the Doppler shift depends on the line of1071

sight relative to the path of the hydrogen. Since the path of the hydrogen is1072

predominantly along magnetic field lines, the spectrum from such emissions1073

can also be expected to depend on the inclination (Gérard et al. 2001). Al-1074

though the inclination effect has been studied extensively by modelers, we are1075

not aware of any observational study showing a longitudinal or hemispheric1076

variation in the proton aurora which can be related to this effect. This may well1077

be because of the rather modest differences in inclination, as seen in Figure 2.1078

9 Concluding remarks1079

In Section 2 we quantified the differences in the Earth’s magnetic field be-1080

tween conjugate points in the ionosphere, and also the differences in sunlight1081

exposure in the two magnetic hemispheres. We have shown that these differ-1082

ences, which can be significant, lead to asymmetries in ionospheric convection,1083

thermospheric winds, currents and magnetic field perturbations, ion outflow,1084

electron density, and auroral emissions. Several of these differences are not yet1085

fully understood and should be a topic of research for years to come. As is1086

clear from the extensive list of references, considerable work has been devoted1087

to topics for which the field asymmetries are relevant, but only a minority1088

directly address the asymmetry effects.1089

Differences in field strength and solar irradiance at conjugate hemispheres1090

lead to different ionospheric manifestations of magnetospheric disturbances.1091

Observations in both hemispheres give two views of the same magnetospheric1092

disturbance, propagated to the ionosphere under different conditions. Analy-1093

sis of hemispheric differences can therefore potentially elucidate the mecha-1094

nisms involved in the magnetosphere-ionosphere-thermosphere coupling. The1095

hemispheric differences thus represent an opportunity to study aspects of the1096
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magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling which would not be possible if the field was1097

symmetrical. Fully exploiting this opportunity, and understanding the hemi-1098

spheric differences reviewed in this paper, requires good data coverage from1099

both hemispheres, as well as new approaches to analyze existing data, for ex-1100

ample by novel data fusion techniques, and analyses which accurately take1101

into account the differences in main field geometry in the two hemispheres.1102
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